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ABSTRACT Model predictive control (MPC), manly based on a direct use of an explicit and identifiable

model, has been widely used in controller design in different applications both by academia and industry.

The reason for such popularity is due to its strong ability for providing high performance electric drive

systems, as highly recognized as the most reliable control approach compared with field-oriented control

(FOC) and direct torque control (DTC). In general, the MPC has numerous features and advantages, such

as direct switching states to the converter without any modulation, online optimization with multivariable

control, low current total harmonic distortion, low switching loss, etc. The aim of this paper is to provide

a comprehensive review for major development and achievements of the recent progress on the MPC for

electrical machines and drives. This review begins with the innovative topologies and operating principles

of fundamental MPC, and ends to summary on different advancedMPC algorithms. Typical MPC techniques

have been fully adopted to enhance the drive performance of the electrical drives, mainly including finite-set

model predictive control (FS-MPC) based on tuning weighting factors, without weighting factors, maximum

torque per ampere, low number of switching vectors, and multi voltage vectors in one sample period. Finally,

great attention has been paid to the discussion of the new trends and future research topics.

INDEX TERMS Model predictive control (MPC), finite-set MPC (FS-MPC), weighting less FS-MPC,

efficient MPC, maximum torque per ampere (MTPA), field-oriented control (FOC), direct torque control

(DTC).

NONCULTURE

ABBREVIATIONS

AOF Aggregation of functions

BLDC Blushless DC machine

CCS Continuous control set

DCC Duty cycle control

DPSC Direct predictive speed control

DSP Digital signal processor

DSVM Discrete space vector modulation

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Giambattista Gruosso .

DTC Direct torque control

EWF Eliminating weighting factor

FCS Finite control set

FOC Field-oriented control

FPGA Field programmable gate array

GPIO Generalized proportional-integral observer

IM Induction machine

LIM Linear induction machine

MPC Model predictive control

MPCC Model predictive current control

MPDAC Model predictive direct angle control
MPDTC Model predictive direct torque control
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MPFC Model predictive flux control

MTPA Maximum torque per ampere

PMSM Permanent magnetic synchronous machine

PWM Pulse width modulation

RMS Root-mean-square

SRM Synchronous reluctance machine

SV Space vector

THD Total harmonic distortion

VSI Voltage source inverter

VV voltage vectors

PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS

is Stator current

Te Electromagnetic torque

Vdc DC-link voltage

ud d-axis voltage

uq q-axis voltage

uα α-axis voltage

uβ β-axis voltage

W Weighting factor

ψs Stator flux-linkage

ψr Rotor flux-linkage

τr Rotor time constant

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS

g Cost function

G0i Dynamic cost function

g1i Torque error at every voltage vector

g1max Maximum value of g1i
g1min Minimum value of g1i
g2i Stator flux error at every voltage vector

g2max Maximum value of g2i
g2min Minimum value of g2i
Vi Voltage vector

I. INTRODUCTION

From the past three decades, the model predictive control

(MPC) has been paid more attention by both academia and

industry. At the end of 1970s, the theory of MPC was orig-

inally developed [1]. In 1983, the MPC was used in power

electronics [2]. Since 2000, the great increase of computation

capability for themicroprocessors has acceleratedwide appli-

cations of the MPC in electric drives and power converter

systems gradually [3]–[7]. Compared to the field-oriented

control (FOC) and direct torque control (DTC) methods,

the MPC is considered as the most reliable control approach

in the electric drive applications [8], [9]–[13].

In general, the MPC has some typical advantages such as

easy to understand, online optimization, inclusion of different

constraints and nonlinearities, low current distortion, small

switching losses, and so on [14]–[18]. However, as every

coin has two sides, the MPC also suffers a few drawbacks

compared to the FOC or DTC, like more variable switch-

ing frequency, higher torque and flux ripple, higher total

harmonic distortion in the current, and so on. Therefore,

some modifications and improvements for the MPC have

been proposed and then developed by the researchers in

order to solve the aforementioned problems [19]. Regarding

to the implementation of the MPC, different types of con-

trol platforms have been used like digital signal processors

(DSPs) [20]–[22], dSPACE semi-physical simulation system

[12], [23], [24], field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)

[25]–[28], etc. These control platforms are based on the use

of microprocessor units with exponentially increasing calcu-

lation ability. Besides, they can guarantee the requirements

of different applications, the use of multi-level converters

and multiple-step predictions [11], [29]–[31]. One important

thing, the MPC is not dependent on the machine type. Hence,

it is flexibly applicable for all kinds of electrical machines

(like rotarymachines or linearmachines), including induction

machines (IMs), synchronous reluctance machines (SRMs),

permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs), blush-

less DC machines (BLDCs), multiphase machines, lin-

ear induction machines (LIMs) [19], [22], [32]–[37],

and so on.

The working principle of theMPC is based on selecting the

best switching vector, which leads to the lower value of

the cost function [38]. For the three-phase two-level voltage

source inverter (3-ph 2-L VSI), there are eight voltage vec-

tors (VVs) resulting from the combinations of the switching

state for each switch. Among them, there are six active VVs

(U1-U6) and two zero VVs (U0, U7). These six active VVs

are shifted by π /3 from each other, and the vector plane is

divided into six sectors, as shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Switching vectors of the three-phase two-level voltage source
inverter.

The process of the MPC is composed of three paradigms

named as estimation step, prediction step, and cost func-

tion design step. According to the designed cost func-

tion, the states used in both estimation and prediction are

determined [39]. Regarding to the finite control set model

predictive control (FCS-MPC), two types are used to control

the performance of the electric drive: the first one is finite

control set model predictive current control (FCS-MPCC)

[40], [41], and the second one is finite control set model

predictive direct torque control (FCS-MPDTC) [14], [15].
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Detailed comparisons between FS-MPCC and FS-MPDTC

are presented experimentally for the rotary induction

machines (RIMs) in [32]. At this instance, the usage of

the MPC for electric machines and power converters is

considered as a well-established technology in the theoret-

ical research stages. However, a lot of efforts are needed

to transfer such technology to the industrial applications

[35], [43]–[46]. Therefore, this paper presents a compre-

hensive review for the recent advancements of the MPC

algorithms, such as different types of the MPC, conventional

finite control set model predictive control (FCS-MPC), finite

control set model predictive control with optimum duty ratio

calculation (FCS-MPC-I), finite control set model predictive

control with maximum torque per ampere (FCS-MPC-II),

continuous control set model predictive control (CCS-MPC),

weighting less MPC, and so on, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Advanced MPC strategies for AC drives.

Moreover, another objective of this review is to extend the

limitation of existing publications on the promising MPC for

electric drives. Therefore, it includes the available advantages

of each control method as well as shortcomings of the existing

review on MPC, as well as the relevant recommendations

for the future work. By full studying the available literatures

on the MPC for electric drives, an elaborate presentation on

the state of different kinds of MPC for different machines is

outlined and clarified in details.

This paper is organized as follows. The different technolo-

gies of the model predictive control are discussed firstly in

the introduction section. Then, a comparison between finite

and continuous set MPC is presented in Section II. This

section includes the main difference between both of them,

mathematical equations and how to implement. After that,

the improvements for the MPC which leads to less ripples

based on the optimum duty ratio are provided in Section III.

Furthermore, this section is supported by full experimental

results. The weighting factor is considered a big challenge for

the MPC, thus Section IV focuses on the different techniques

of tuningweighting factor, and some newmethods are applied

to remove the use of weighting factors. Section V discusses

the maximum torque per ampere based on MPC which is

an important method to increase the drive system efficiency.

Moreover, Section VI is added to present the direct speed

MPC, which is one emerging research area for the MPC.

Also, the stability of the MPC is presented in Section VII.

Finally, the conclusion with the future research trends is

added in Sections VIII.

II. FINITE AND CONTINOUS CONTROL SETS MPC

A. CONCEPT AND PRINCIPLES

Generally, for the electric drive control, there are two main

groups ofMPC that have been used by finite control set model

predictive control (FCS-MPC) [18], [38], [47]–[50] and con-

tinuous control set model predictive control (CCS-MPC)

[20], [37], [51], [52]–[55]. For the FCS-MPC, it is based on

the selection of the optimal VV, which is directly applied to

the gating signal of the VSI, and can minimize the designed

cost function. Although the FCS-MPC has a good transient

performance, it would result in high ripples in both torque and

current. On the other hand, the CCS-MPC depends on voltage

calculation (u∗
d and u∗

q or u
∗
α and u∗

β ) through minimizing the

designed cost function for the reference tracking. Then, the

gating signal of the VSI is determined through space vector

pulse width modulation (SVPWM). Consequently, in one

computational step, the FCS-MPC can solve the reference

tracking and modulator problems. Hence, it is found the elim-

ination on the SVPWM would bring some influences on the

dynamic performance, ac-harmonics spectra, acoustic noise,

inverter energy efficiency, etc. The general block diagram

of the FCS-MPC and CCS-MPC is illustrated in Figs. 3.

A comparative study between the FCS-MPC and CCS-

MPC with optimum duty ratio and MTPA is fully presented

in Section III.

As mentioned before, there are three steps for imple-

menting the MPC in general. To illustrate these steps, the

FCS-MPDTC is used as an example in this work, as proposed

to overcome the disadvantages of large ripples in both electro-

magnetic torque and stator flux linkage, in comparison with

the conventional DTC. Meanwhile, it is also presented to get

one faster dynamics over the FOC.

B. DESIGN OF COST FUNCTION

In the FCS-MPDTC, the cost function is selected to minimize

the electromagnetic torque, Te, and the stator flux-linkage,

ψs, as given by

g =
∣

∣T ∗
e − Te (k + 1)

∣

∣+W
∣

∣ψ∗
s − ψs (k + 1)

∣

∣ (1)

where W is the weighting factor whose initial value can be

determined by [56]. For designing the CCS-MPC, another

technique has been used to find out the optimal applicable

vector. This cost index is written in terms of the control input

u [k], as given by

J (k) = (x∗
s [k] − (Ax[k + 1]

+Bu[k]))TW (x∗
s [k] − (Ax[k + 1] + Bu[k])) (2)
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FIGURE 3. General block diagram of the MPC: (a) FCS-MPC and
(b) CCS-MPC.

Let u∗
uc(k) be the unconstrained optimizer of J (k) in (2).

Then, u∗
uc(k) can be obtained by solving ∂J(x(k),u(k))

∂u(k)
= 0,

as illustrated by

u∗
uc (k) =

(

BTWB
)T
(

BTW

(

x∗
s

(

T ∗
e , λ

∗)

−Ax [k + 2|k]

))

(3)

It is apparent that the optimizer u∗
c (k) of the optimiza-

tion problem in (3) is the same as the unconstraint u∗
uc (k)

if within the limits, i.e. u∗
uc (k) ∈ Uc = 1√

3
Vdc. The

constrained input voltage u∗
c (k) is constrained in dq-axis

frame as

v∗cdq (k) = Uc
v∗ucdq

√

v∗2ucd + v∗2ucq
(4)

C. PREDICTION STEP

It can be noticed from the designed cost function in (1)

that both Te and ψs need to be predicted for the next step.

Therefore, the prediction of the stator current is required for

the second step prediction of the torque. Hence, the predicted

states are described by [49]–[51]

−→
ψ s (k + 1) = −→

ψ s (k)+ Ts
−→u s (k)− TsRs

−→
i s (k) (5)

−→
i s (k + 1) =

[

1 − Ts

σ

(

Rs + Rr

τ 2l

)]

−→
i s (k)

+Ts

σ

(

−→u s (k)+ 1

τrτl

−→
ψ r (k)+ j

ωr

τl

−→
ψ r (k)

)

(6)

Te (k + 1) = 3

2

π

τ

−→
ψ s (k + 1)⊗ −→

i s (k + 1) (7)

where σ =
(

Ls − L2m
Lr

)

, τr = Lr
Rr

and τl = Lr
Lm

. Ts is the

sampling period, u1(k) one of the voltage vectors (u1(0, 1,

2, . . . , 7)) as shown in Fig. 1. From this picture, it is con-

sidered as an appropriated control action that can make the

system variables much close to their references (T ∗
e and ψ∗

s ).

D. ESTIMATION STEP

For the FCS-MPTC, the rotor flux is estimated for current

prediction step. From (5) and (6), it can be observed that the

stator and the rotor flux-linkages are needed in the prediction

step, as estimated by

−→
ψ r (k)

=

[

RrTsLm
−→
i s (k)− jTsLrωr

−→
ψ r (k)+ Lr

−→
ψ r (k − 1)

]

[Lr + RrTs]
(8)

−→
ψ s

= Lm

Lr

(

−→
ψ r −

(

Lm − LrLs

Lm

)

−→
i s

)

(9)

where is can be obtained from the measured three-phase

current, and then transformed to the vector coordinates. In the

same way, for the CCS-MPC, the load torque should be

estimated for the speed prediction step. The optimal control

input T ∗
e , minimizing the cost index (2) in each time step, is

obtained from d
dT ∗

e
Jm = 0, as calculated by

T ∗
e = J

pTsw

(

ems [k + 1] + BmTsw

J
xm [k+1] + pTsw

J
T̂L [k]

)

(10)

where ems[k + 1|k] = x∗
ms [k + 1] − xm [k + 1] is the speed

error, and T̂L[k] the estimated load torque. In this case,

the reference speed should be reduced to the point so that the

maximum admissible torque is equal to T̂L [k], i.e. the rotor

speed that satisfies the condition of (2) is considered as the

limited speed reference (3) [20], as depicted by

T ∗
e_max

(

ω∗
r

)

≤ T̂L [k] (11)

ω∗
r = ωr (12)

As seen from (10), the load torque T̂L is mandatorily

estimated to be properly compensated by the control strat-

egy. The standard Kalman Filter is one robust technique

for the load torque estimation [20]. To summarize the steps

and processes of the FS-MPDTC, one flow chart is pre-

sented in Fig. 4, to illustrate the operation process. Moreover,

the block diagram of the speed control for the IM based on

the FS-MPDTC is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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FIGURE 4. Flowchart diagram of the FCS-MPDTC for the IM.

FIGURE 5. Block diagram of the conventional FCS-MPDTC for the IM.

III. MPC WITH OPTIMUM DUTY RATIO CALCULATION

A. FCS-MPC WITH SEPARATE OPTIMUM DUTY RATIO

In the previous section, only the best switching voltage vector

is applied in the whole sample period. Hence, some relatively

high ripples are presented in both stator and torque. There-

fore, to overcome these problems, many papers have fouced

on the determination of the optimum switching instant [5],

[7], [60]–[68]. In [7], the optimal voltage vector is selected

based on the principle of stator flux error minimization whose

switching instant is optimized rather than being in the begin-

ning of each control period. Two variants of model predic-

tive flux control (MPFC) are presented here: the first one

is concerning on low switching frequency, and the second

one is focusing more on the steady-state performance by

introducing switching instant optimization. By providing the

optimum switching instant, some reduction on torque ripples,

flux ripples, and current total harmonic distoration (THD)

can be observed. In [65], a Lyaupnov-based FCS-MPDTC for

the PMSM is proposed. The Lyapunov theory and the FCS

prediction are mixed to minimize the torque ripple where the

Lyapunov function is utilized as themain part of the cost func-

tion to estimate the duty cycle of each voltage vector. Hence,

the optimum voltage vector and its duty cycle are obtained.

The proposed control method can realize a fixed switching

frequency, a small sampling frequency, and torque ripplemin-

imization. Finally, both simulation and experiments validate

the strong drive performance of the proposed control. Both

torque and current ripples can be significantly reduced when

compared to the torque control with standard FCS-MPC.

Moreover, a new predictive torque control (PTC) based

on discrete space vector modulation (DSVM) for IM is pro-

posed in [67]. This DSVM has the feature of increasing the

number of voltage vectors that leads to high computational

burden. This problem is avoided by reducing the number of

admissible voltage vectors based on the switching table of

the conventional DTC. This new control method can gurantee

lower sampling frequency by three times compared to the

conventional PTC. On the other hand, it still has the same

behaviour in terms of stator current THD, dynamic torque

response with the same switching frequency, and torque and

flux ripple. Moreover, the low sampling frequency of the

proposed algorithm makes it suitable for industries to use

low-cost hardware or perform a high computational analysis.

Further, a novel duty cycle control (DCC) method is pro-

posed in [61] to reduce flux and torque ripples where the

appropriate active voltage vector (VV) is firstly selected

based on the principles of the conventional DTC. Then, a zero

VV is inserted with the selected one to generate a new can-

didate VVs with different duty cycles. The new VVs can be

calculated by

−→
V i =

(

i

n

)

∗ −→
V act +

(

n− i

n

)

∗ −→
V 0,7 (i = 1, . . . ,n) (13)

After that, the FCS-MPC technique is employed to select

the best VV among the new candidates to reduce flux and

torque errors. The block diagram of the proposed DCC

method is shown in Fig. 6. The experimental results have

verified the excellent performance and the superiority of the

DCC over those of the classical DTC and conventional MPC

methods. In addition, lower torque and flux ripples have been

achieved and almost a fixed switching frequency for all speed

ranges can be got.

Finally, the optimum voltage vector and its duty cycle

can be implemented in different ways. But in general, all

of these ways can be classified into two types during the

implementation. The first one is to determine the optimum

voltage vector and then calculate the optimum duty ratio for

this voltage vector. The diagram is shown in Fig. 7.

B. FCS-MPC WITH OPTIMIZATION OF VOLTAGE AND

DURATION SIMULTANEOUSLY

The FCS-MPC in [59] can compute optimal modulation fac-

tors for all nonzero vectors following the deadbeat criteria,
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FIGURE 6. Block diagram of the DCC for the IM [61].

FIGURE 7. FCS-MPC with separate duty cycle control.

FIGURE 8. FCS-MPC with optimization of voltage.

FIGURE 9. Main configurations of the CCS-MPC of ac drives.

and then obtains the optimal control vector with the optimal

modulation factor considering a cost index penalizing torque

and flux tracking error separately, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

C. CCS-MPC WITH SEPEARATE OPTIMUM DUTY RATIO

Compared to the idea of a separate optimum duty ratio

as presented for FCS-MPC in [69], the CCS-MPC can be

implemented by inserting the optimum duty ratio. In this

case, it consists of four main stages: (1) Computation of the

reference state for a given torque, (2) Calculation of flux

reference in field-weakening region, (3) CCS-MPC design

considering the voltage and current constraints, and finally

(4) Modulation technique. These stages are fully illustated

in Fig. 9. Meanwhile, Flowcharts of two cascaded FCS-MPC

and cascaded CCS-MPC for speed and current control of ac

drives f are shown in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively.
FIGURE 10. Flowchart of two cascaded MPCs for speed and current
control of ac drives: (a) cascaded FCS-MPC and (b) cascaded CCS-MPC.
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TABLE 1. Main parameters for the IM and drive.

D. COMPARISON BETWEEN FCS- AND CCS- MPC

TECHNIQUES WITH EXPRIMENTAL RESULTS

An experimental setup has been established, as composed

of 3.7 kW IM driven by a 5.6 kW two-level VSI with interface

circuits. The switching devices in the inverter are IGBTs

with 20 kHz switching frequency, and the dc-link voltage

is 450 V. The control board is based on the 32-bit floating

point TMS320F28335 DSP. Main parameters of the IM are

presented in Table 1.

FIGURE 11. Experimental waveforms using FCS-MPC with separate duty
ratio: (a) phase current and estimated torque and (b) d- and q- axis
currents.

1) DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE WITH MPC FOR

TORQUE CONTROL

The next experimental waveforms validate the performance

of the controlled IM under the three control schemes named

conventional FCS-MPC, modulated FCS-MPC, and modu-

lated CCS-MPC, as shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respec-

tively. The three control techniques are examined for the

transition from half to full rated load torque (10 to 20Nm) and

FIGURE 12. Experimental waveforms using FCS-MPC with optimization
on voltage and duration simultaneously: (a) phase current and estimated
torque and (b) d- and q- axis currents.

FIGURE 13. Experimental waveforms using CCS-MPC: (a) phase current
and estimated torque and (b) d- and q- axis currents.

at rated speed of 1740 rpm. The speed is fixed by the second

IM. The sampling frequency (10 kHz) is similar for the three

algorithms. All control methods are recorded at the same DC

voltage of 400 V. During this dynamic process, DC voltage,

phase current, torque, and d-q currents are observed from top

to bottom. It could be noticed some noise effect occurs in the

waveforms because no filter is used during measuring. At the
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rated speed of 1740 rpm, torque tracking is accomplished

with high ripples using conventional MPC (Fig. 11), low

ripples with the modulated FCS-MPC (Fig. 12)) and very low

ripples with the modulated CCS-MPC (Fig. 13). It can be

seen that dq-axis currents are different in the three methods,

as shown in Figs 11, 12, and 13 (b). Also, from the experi-

mental pictures, it can be observed that the modulated FCS-

MPC can minimize the torque and current ripples at different

torque levels, even at medium and high speeds. From close

observation, it can be noticed that both the modulated FCS-

MPC and CCS-MPC will deliver torque and current with less

ripples than that of conventional MPC.

FIGURE 14. Experimental waves of FCS-MPC with separate duty cycle:
(a) speed, (b) developed torque, (c) line voltage, and (d) phase current.

2) EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION FOR SPEED CONTROL

OF IM USING FCS- AND CCS- MPC

Experimental results for a multi upstairs operation, followed

by a load impact of FCS-MPC and CCS-MPC are shown

in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. The figures depict the

dynamic behavior at start up to 600 rpm, 1200 rpm, and

then to rated speed of 1740 rpm. Load torque of 7.5 Nm is

suddenly applied at time of 35 s. As shown in Figs. 14, 15(a),

the rotor speed tracks its reference after 2 seconds, and good

FIGURE 15. Experimental waves of CCS-MPC: (a) speed, (b) developed
torque, (c) line voltage, and (d) phase current.

torque response can be observed from the waves of refer-

ence and developed torques. A successful implementation

of the KF can be noticed by the effective waveforms of

estimated load torque and estimated speed. At the transient

time, the estimated load torque is different from the devel-

oped torque because of the inertia impact and the difference

disappears at steady state. When an external load torque

is suddenly applied, some delay in speed response appear.

Phase current is proportional to the dynamic behavior of

IM. At start-up, high current is drawn which depends on

the initial flux level and the accuracy of inertia used in the

model. Mechanical load torque of 7.5 Nm is suddenly added,

however the phase current is gradually increased because the

response of KF estimator. Also, it can be noticed that the

rotor flux is increased when the load torque is increased,

and the phase current components are equal to those of

the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) operation. It can

be concluded, from Figs. 14 and 15 that, the performance

of FCS is approximately same as that of CCS. However,

the difference lies in that FCS has lower ripples in speed

compared to that of CCS. The reason is that the parameters

of the outer loop (integrator and KF gains) are specifically
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designed for better performance for FCS, and then they are

used for CCS. Therefore, torque reference, generated from

the outer loop, with CCS suffering from some ripples, as

shown in Figs. 14, 15(b). The line voltage of the FCS-MPC

is accurately limited to 320 V, while the applied voltage of

the CCS-MPC reaches a higher value. Then, the latter is

mandatorily required by a constraints checker, as shown in

Figs. 14, 15(c). Both methods can be controlled within the

current limitations, as shown in Figs. 14, 15(d).

IV. DESIGN OF WEIGHTING FACTORS IN FCS-MPC

A. FCS-MPC WITH TUNING WEIGHTING FACTOR

Despite the previous mentioned advantages of the MPC,

it is difficult to find the best value of the weighting factors,

especially if the two terms have different units [70]–[77].

Furthermore, the selected weighting factor depends on the

current operating point [78]. Hence, too much time and

tedious offline tuning work is strongly needed if the operating

point is changed. As a result, more focus from the researchers

has been put forward to find the best weighting factor as one

of main parts in the MPC algorithm. These methods can be

classified into offline and online ones. More details are given

out below.

1) OFFLINE METHODS

This method as called aggregation of functions (AOF) is

based on multiplying the individual terms of the cost function

by different weighting factors to balance the unit. In general,

it is simple but time-consuming. In this method, extensive

offline simulations are used to determine the appropriate

weights based on the required object or certain criteria.

Ref. [75] is considered as one of the good literatures where

it introduces the guidelines to calculate the offline weight-

ing factors in addition that the cost functions are clarified

according to their values. Briefly, the calculations of the

weighting factors can be selected or determined by minimiz-

ing the THD or the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the

optimized parameters [79]. This method is considered as the

most common in the literature for calculating the weighting

factors. Moreover, an offline optimization based on the linear

matrix inequality is used to obtain the weighting matrix for

the state tracking error [23], [69], [80]. The main problem

for this method is the need of repeating the offline simulation

to get the new weighting when the operating point changes.

Therefore, online methods have been usually presented to

solve this kind of problem.

2) ONLINE METHODS

Different from the previous offline methods, these methods

are based on the updated weighting factors for each con-

trol sample or non-weighting factors from the cost function

by mathematical derivation. An optimized weighting fac-

tor for induction machine is proposed in [78], [81], where

the minimum torque ripples can be obtained by calculating

the weighting factor at each control sample. This proposed

method has a significant impact on the torque ripple reduc-

tion, but it suffers some problems, such as high parameter

dependence, complicated calculation on the weighting factor

at every operating point, etc.

Moreover, different multi-objective optimization tech-

niques have been used to decide the best weighting factor,

such as Ranked method, Fuzzy decision algorithm, VlseKri-

terijuska Optimizacija I Komoromisno Resenje (VIKOR)

method [31], and so on. In [73], one ranked method is used to

select the best switching vector among all the switching vec-

tors after storing the evaluation of the cost function for both

torque and flux. Based on this ranked method, the weighting

factor can be omitted. In the same way, the fuzzy decision

method can be used to select the best voltage vector based on

the membership function concept [77], [79]. In this method,

an individual cost function together with the fuzzy decision

can evaluate effectively. Moreover, a new technique is devel-

oped for the PTC of IM drive depending on the VIKOR

method [82], which is suitable to solve optimization problems

with inconsistent objective functions for its strong ability to

deal with multi-criteria cases. In addition, it can also give one

index to each switching vector, in which the minimum one

can be selected as the best candidate.

Furthermore, one linear matrix inequality (LMI) optimiza-

tion technique has been used to find out the best value of the

weighting factors that achieve the condition of stability [20].

In order to reduce the on-line computational effort, a set of

weighting-matrix values are obtained off-line depending on

the regions of operational speed.

Finally, different techniques for the weighting factor selec-

tions are summarized in Fig. 16. It is seen that the dark

shadow represents the online methods and the yellow shadow

the offline methods.

FIGURE 16. Different weighting factor criteria for the MPC.

B. FCS-MPC WITHOUT WEIGHTING FACTOR

In general, the conventional cost function of the FS-MPDTC

consists of the absolute torque and stator flux-linkage errors.

Therefore, it needs a weighting factor to balance the unit

of the two terms, which gives one priority to one of them

if suitable [83]. Recently, great efforts from the researchers

have been done to overcome the problems adding weighting
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factors to the cost function, as mentioned in [34], [36],

[73], [84]–[91]. These works of eliminating weighting factors

are typically classified into two parts, as illustrated in Fig. 16.

More details will be introduced as follows.

1) SIMILAR ITEMS IN THE COST FUNCTIONS FOR

ELIMINATING THE WEIGHTING FACTOR

In [34], there are two techniques of weighting factor less are

proposed. The cost function of the first technique is similar

to that of the conventional FCS-MPDTC, but it is based on

a variable weighting factor. In brief, this factor is related to

the flux ripple where it can be considered as a hard constraint

without a complex tuning process. The cost function and the

constraint limits based on these techniques are given by

g =
∣

∣T ∗
e − Te (k + 1)

∣

∣+ Kψ
∣

∣ψ∗
s − ψs (k + 1)

∣

∣ (14)

Kψ =
{

∞, if

∥

∥

∥
ψ∗
s −

∥

∥ψ∗
s

∥

∥

(k+1)

∥

∥

∥
> ψripple

0, otherwise
(15)

It is the first method for eliminating weighting fac-

tor (EWF), as simplified by EWF-MPDTC-I. Meanwhile,

the second technique for EWF is based on replacing

the flux by one term with the same unit as the thrust

(EWF-MPDTC-II). Hence, in this way, the weighting factor

can be omitted. Also, the main idea of the second technique

is presented for the PMSM based wind power system, where

the cost function includes both torque and reactive torque

errors [91]. The new cost function of such control technique

is given by

g =
∣

∣Teref − Te (k + 1)
∣

∣+
∣

∣Tevref − Tev (k + 1)
∣

∣ (16)

where

Tev (k + 1) = 3

2
np

(

ψsα (k + 1) isα (k + 1)

+ψsβ (k + 1) isβ (k + 1)

)

(17)

The previous two techniques of weighting less method

suffer from some demerits, such as great computation time

in the prediction step, where the torque and the stator current

should be predicted. Also, the dependence upon the machine

parameters for the stator current and the torque prediction

would result in high errors in the prediction stage. Therefore,

other control methods have been presented to overcome these

demerits associated with the previous weighting less factor,

and hence decreasing the calculation time greatly. These con-

trol methods can eliminate the weighting factor mostly based

on one cost function. Therefore, the relationship between

torque and stator flux is studied to eliminate the weighting

factor. By full mathematical analysis, only the stator flux can

be employed in the cost function, as called model predictive

direct flux control (MPDFC). Till now, such method has been

widely studied bymany experts [36], [84], [92], [93]. The cost

function for this method is given by

g =
∣

∣ψ∗
αs − ψαs (k + 1)

∣

∣+
∣

∣

∣
ψ∗
βs − ψβs (k + 1)

∣

∣

∣
(18)

In the method as proposed in [84], [88] the reference stator

flux vector value is equivalently calculated from the stator

fluxmagnitude and the reference torque value inMPTCbased

on the model of IM. As only the tracking error of the stator

flux vector is evaluated in the cost function, the weighting

factor can be eliminated effectively. Moreover, the control

complexity can be significantly reduced in comparison to the

conventional MPTC, because the complicated prediction of

stator current is no longer required [94].

Meanwhile, some improvements have been made to the

aforementioned methods [86], [95], where the predictions of

the control parameters are calculated based on one predefined

switching table. Due to the significant computational burden,

the table output is based on the torque error and the stator

flux location, so as to give some delay compensations to

the implementation process. The block diagram is illustrated

in Fig. 17.

FIGURE 17. Block diagram of the simplified FCS-MPDTC without
weighting factor for the IM.

Furthermore, a novel MPTC with a fast response is pro-

posed in [36] for PMSM drives, where the reference torque

is converted to reference stator flux-linkage in d-axis and

q-axis, totally different from those in α-axis and β-axis as

presented in [84], [92]. Besides, Pontryagin’sMaximumPrin-

ciple is applied during the transient process to get much faster

dynamic response. It can be used for designing the minimum

time flux linkage trajectories from the initial state to the

reference state. Another control method without weighting

factor is presented in [93], where the angle of the flux is

obtained by another way, also different from the method as

presented in [84], [92]. The block diagram of this control

method is illustrated in Fig. 18. It is presented for LIMs,

where the error between the reference thrust and the actual

value thrust can be obtained by

1Fe = F∗
e − Fe = 3

2

π

τ

1

τlσ
|λ1| |λ2| (sin (θ12 + δλ1)

− sin (θ12)) (19)

Although this method eliminates the weighting factor, a PI

controller has been added which needs some tuning work for

the gains.

Comparison between different MPC techniques is

presented. These techniques manly include weighting factor
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FIGURE 18. The proposed MTPA based the FCS-MPDFC for the LIM drive
system [93].

model predictive direct thrust control (WF-MPDTC), EWF-

MPDTC-I, EWF-MPDTC-II, MPDFC [92], and fuzzy deci-

sion based MPDTC (F-MPDTC) [77]. These five different

MPDTC techniques are tested under similar thrust load

(100 N) and flux linkage (0.5 Wb). The values of the thrust

and flux tracking performance are fully examined at different

levels of linear speed changing from 1 to 10 m/s. Further-

more, the thrust and flux ripples are calculated under the

same condition. Related results are shown in Fig.19 (a)-(d),

respectively. As seen from these pictures, it is noticed that

the thrust and flux tracking errors for all methods would

increase with the rising speed. Meanwhile, both flux and

thrust ripples of F-MPDTC and MPDFC are higher than

those of EWF-MPDTC-I and EWF-MPDTC-II, although the

process of tuning weighting factor is eliminated. Moreover,

Table 2 concludes some features of the five control methods,

including dynamic response, switching frequency, thrust and

flux ripples.

TABLE 2. Comparison between the five control methods [34].

Another control method is proposed in [87] where the

weighting factor is eliminated and the cost function is based

on the voltage vector rather than the flux-linkage. It uses the

output voltage in the designed cost function where the dead-

beat is employed to calculate the reference voltage vector.

However, all available voltage vectors should be examined

in the design process of cost function. For the use of the

deadbeat control with the predictive direct voltage control,

the robustness capability is becoming a little weaker, which

FIGURE 19. Comparative performance of different MPTC methods under
the same switching frequency: (a) thrust tracking errors, (b) flux tracking
errors, (c) thrust ripples, and (d) flux ripples [34].
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mainly comes from the influence by calculating the similar

voltage references. Hence, an MRAS Luenberger observer

is used to improve the robustness of the proposed method.

Moreover, a new technique for gain design is presented to

improve the robustness and stability of the overall control

system. In this way, although the robustness of the control

system is strengthened, the calculation burden is heavily

increased.

2) CASCADED COST FUNCTIONS WITH SIMILAR ITEMS

FOR ELIMINATING THE WEIGHTING FACTOR

Also, a new idea of weighting less has been presented in other

literature works with different names, such as parallel pre-

dictive torque control, dynamic cost function, multi objective

ranking, variable cost functions’ sequence design [73], [85],

[89], [90], and so on. In [85], one solution for weighting

less factor has been presented, as called one parallel pre-

dictive torque control (PPTC). This method has predefined

constraints that can simultaneously optimize both flux and

torque terms.Moreover, the switching states are selected in an

adaptive mechanism. As mentioned before, the implementa-

tion process of this control method is based on the parallel

structure to optimize both torque and flux cost functions,

which is different from other cost functions with one fixed

weighting factor or multiple control objectives. While a little

difference in this algorithm, main control objectives can be

achieved simultaneously but independently. This method can

be improved by using boundaries for both torque and flux

tracking errors. Finally, one adaptive selection mechanism is

used to evaluate the voltage vectors, which canmake both flux

and torque magnitude errors within the predefined bound-

aries. Full comparison between the conventional PTC and the

PPTC is illustrated in Table 3. But in [90], one novel dynamic

cost function is presented to eliminate the usage of weighting

factor from the cost function. In general, the cost function is

based on two dynamic per-unit values where the errors for

both stator flux and torque are converted to dynamic per-unit

values with the same order of magnitude. More details can be

summarized as follows.

TABLE 3. Comparison between PTC and PPTC.

The dynamic cost function is defined by

G0i = G1i + G2i (20)

where

G1i = g1i − g1min

g1max − g1min
(21)

G2i = g2i − g2min

g2max − g2min
(22)

where g1i is the torque error at every voltage vector, g1max the

maximum value of g1i, and g1min the minimum value of g1i.

Meanwhile, g2i is the stator flux error at every voltage vector,

g2max the maximum value of g2i, and g2min the minimum

value of g2i. It can be observed from (21) and (22), that

both torque error and flux linkage error are converted to one

dynamic per-unit value. The range of variations to both G1i

and G2i are changed from 0 to 1. In order to minimize the

torque and stator flux-linkage errors, the values ofG1i andG2i

should be minimized as much as possible. Therefore, a new

cost function is proposed in (20), as called one dynamic cost

function, which is varying dynamically per control period.

Mostly, the cost function does not require a weighting factor

because both G1i and G2i have the same order of magnitude.

It is found that the main problem for cost function is the high

computation burden.

Furthermore, one new predictive control method has been

proposed in [73] which is based on ranking approach for

multi-objective optimization instead of single cost function.

The main advantage of this ranking approach is unnecessary

to tune the weighting factors. In this method, two cost func-

tions are used (i.e. one for the torque error, and the other for

stator flux-linkage error). These two different cost functions

are given out by

g1 =
∣

∣

∣
T ∗
e − T k+2

e

(

V k+1
s

)∣

∣

∣
(23)

g2 =
∣

∣

∣

∥

∥ψ∗
s

∥

∥−
∥

∥

∥
ψk+2
s

(

V k+1
s

)
∥

∥

∥

∣

∣

∣
(24)

where g1 and g2 are the torque and stator flux the errors,

respectively.

The multi-objective ranking-based technique can evaluate

the values of the two cost functions for each possible voltage

vector, separately. The first step is storing the values for g1
and g2 resulted from the evaluation of each voltage vector.

After that, a ranking value to each error value is assigned,

where the voltage vectors with higher error are assigned

a higher ranking, while the others a lower ranking. These

processes can be illustrated by

g1

(

V k+1
s

)

→ r1

(

V k+1
s

)

(25)

g2

(

V k+1
s

)

→ r2

(

V k+1
s

)

(26)

where r1(V
k+1
s ) and r2(V

k+1
s ) are the ranking values for g1

and g2, respectively. Based on these ranking values, the rela-

tive quality of each voltage vector is determined with respect

to the remaining voltage vectors. These ranking values are

unit less, but their corresponding error values have units,

such as newton meter, weber, etc. From the point of torque

error, the best voltage vector can be decided by the lowest

ranking value. Also, from the point of stator flux-linkage
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error, in the same way, the optimum voltage vector can be

selected. In order to determine the best one among the overall

switching vectors, one average criterion is employed in this

work, as given out by

Vopt = min
{V0,...,V7}

r1
(

V k+1
s

)

+ r2
(

V k+1
s

)

2
(27)

In the genetic algorithms, this evolutionary optimiza-

tion algorithms are commonly used [96], [97]. Furthermore,

another idea has been presented in [89] to eliminate the use

of weighting factor. It is based on the cascaded cost functions

optimization for both torque and flux linkage. Main working

principles can be summarized as follows.

Firstly, two cost functions are proposed, as given out by

gT =
∣

∣Te (k + 2)− T ∗
e

∣

∣ (28)

gψ = |id (k + 2) − 0| (29)

where gT and gψ are the cost functions for torque and flux

linkage, respectively. Secondly, based on the priority of the

control target, one of these two cost functions is evaluated by

all of the switching voltage vectors. Thirdly, the best three

voltage vectors are then given to the second cost function.

Finally, the voltage vector that minimizes the second cost

function is selected as the globally optimized one and its

switching states are sent to the inverter directly.

V. FCS-MPDTC WITH MAXIMUM TORQUE PER AMPERE

This section discusses different method of maximum torque

per ampere (MTPA) for RIMs and MTPA for LIMs. The

adoption of MTPA leads to lower input current, lower

losses, and hence higher efficiency. In order to enhance the

performance of the drive system based on the FS-MPC,

some criteria have been added to the cost function, such as

MTPA, current limitation, and so on [21], [60], [98]–[100].

In [101] and [102], the criteria of MTPA is adopted to

increase the efficiency, and state limitation for maximizing

their admissible values. Moreover, another criterion is added

in the cost function to limit the voltage [99], which can

strengthen the field weakening ability, more attractive to the

high speed operation. The final cost function of the proposed

methods in [21], [99], [101] is given out by

C(k) =
N
∑

i=0

(λT cT (k + 1)+ λAcA (k + 1)+ λLcL (k + 1))

(30)

whereCT (k+1),CA(k+1), andCL (k+1) are the termswhich

are responsible for minimizing the torque error, MTPA crite-

ria, and current limitation, respectively. Meanwhile, λT , λA,

and λL are theweighting factors, which clarify the importance

of very term in the group. More details about the equations

and values of these terms can be found in the references

[21], [99], [101]. In the similar way, the MTPA is pre-

sented in [60] but with an improvement to the speed con-

trol law, where a quasi-time-optimal is used instead of the

PI controller. All these control methods mentioned above are

presented for the PMSM successfully.

On the other hand, for RIMs, a new MTPA based on the

FS-MPC is presented in [100]. This control method is con-

trary to the previous control method where the cost function

includes the torque error and the angle error. The angle error is

calculated from the difference between the angle of predicted

stator current and the angle of the predicted rotor flux in one

side and π /4 on the other side. Therefore, this control method

is also called finite-set model predictive direct angle control

(FS-MPDAC). The advantages of this control method are the

capability of achieving the MTPA with only one weighting

factor rather than four weighting factors. Meanwhile, the cost

function in the previous control methods consists of the

torque error and the stator flux-linkage error, which needs

four weighting factors to achieve the MTPA.

FIGURE 20. Angle and angle difference between current and flux:
(a) angle and (b) angle difference.

Meanwhile, as to the LIMs, there are some control

methods as proposed to get the MTPA, some of which

are based on the FS-MPC methods. Here, the authors

mainly focus on the MTPA based FCS-MPC as proposed

in couple of papers [51], [93], [98], [100]. The pre-

sented control method in [100] has been improved and

applied for LIMs in [98]. The MTPA method in [98] is

based on the cost function, in which the second term

includes the cosine angle error |cos(α(k+1)) − cos(π /4))|
instead of the direct angle error as illustrated in [100]. The

advantages of using the cosine difference are: (1) The direct

difference between the two angles contains periodic changes

as shown in Fig. 20. Meanwhile, no periodic change is

generated by using cosine difference as shown in Fig. 21.

(2) According to the derivation of the second derivative of

thrust, the d-axis current must be positive while the q-axis

current may be positive or negative. (3) The cosine function is

positive in the first and fourth quadrants, which can match the

acceleration and deceleration working processes. The block
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FIGURE 21. Angle and cosine difference between current and flux:
(a) angle and (b) cosine difference [98].

FIGURE 22. Block diagram of the MTPA based the FS-MPDAC for the LIM
drive system [98].

diagram of this control method is illustrated in Fig. 22. The

computation time for FS-MPDAC and the FS-MPDTC are

shown in Fig 23 (a) and (b), respectively.

However, the primary flux-linkage error is not included

in the cost function of FS-MPDAC, which results in rising

ripples of the primary flux-linkage, more calculation time in

the prediction stage. Even worse, the machine would not start

to work for the absence of enough flux linkage. Consequently,

one FS-MPDTC with MTPA is proposed in [51] to overcome

these shortcomings, where the primary flux-linkage is cal-

culated based on the MTPA condition, and inserted in the

FS-MPDTC with only one weighting factor to reduce the

copper loss.

Furthermore, a limitation of the primary current is inserted

in the cost function to prevent the machine from over current.

Also, the parameter sensitivity analysis of the optimal flux

calculation is studied to check the impact of the errors on

FIGURE 23. Comparison of computation time: (a) Computation time for
FS-MPDAC and (b) Computation time for FS-MPDTC.

the accuracy of the proposed control strategy. The proposed

FCS-MPDTCs with and without MTPA are tested for the

LIM drive system, in which main parameters are listed in

Appendix Section. In this case, the method is verified under

the thrust load of 50 N, linear speed of 7.5 m/s and sample

time of 2 × 10−4s. Firstly, one arc induction machine (AIM)

with large radius, as one demonstrator for the practical LIM,

is controlled by the FS-MPDTC without MTPA for approxi-

mate 20 s, then the MTPA is activated. The primary voltage is

kept constant for the FCS-MPDTCmethods with and without

MTPA. It is known that the control methodwithMTPA is suc-

cessful in regulating the linear speed at 7.5 m/s, as illustrated

in Fig. 24 (a). The primary flux is regulated around the refer-

ence value, as shown in Fig. 24 (b). Meanwhile, Fig. 24 (c)

shows the phase-A primary current, which demonstrates that

the current is decreased by 20% when the MTPA is switched

on. Furthermore, the electromagnetic thrust is maintained

constant at the required load 50 N with small ripples at the

switching on of MTPA, as shown in Fig. 24 (d).

The main problem of this control method is the great

dependence on the weighting factor. Briefly, it can be solved

by using the weighting lessMPC, as discussed in the previous

section.
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FIGURE 24. Experimental validation of the FCS-MPDTC methods with and
without MTPA: (a) linear speed, (b) primary flux-linkage, (c) primary
phase-A current, and (d) thrust [51].

VI. MODEL PREDICTIVE DIRECT SPEED CONTROL

A. PI-MPCC CASCADED FOR AC DRIVES

In this case, one PI speed control is used for tracking the speed

command without estimation on the load torque. However,

the drive performance could not be guaranteed very excellent

at different operating conditions.

B. MPSC-MPCC CASCADED FOR AC DRIVES

By literature survey, just a few works on direct speed control

based on MPC (DSC-MPC) control systems have been pro-

posed for both PMSM and IM drives. In [103], the reference

speed of one LIM is effectively tracked by the MPC control

without any PI controllers. Recently, a cascaded predictive

control approach has been proposed to regulate the stator

current and the speed of electrical machine individually via

two separate cost functions, [104]–[107]. In [106], two cost

functions with different weightingmatrices are used to design

theMPCmethod that greatly increases the computational bur-

den and worsens the current ripples. The strategy of [107] has

used a mechanical dynamic model to determine a reference

torque that can get excellent tracking for the reference speed,

in which the cost function only controls the stator currents.

Moreover, it is also possible to avoid the cascaded structure

using a single controller for all variables, including speed,

flux, current, and so on. A cascade-free predictive control

approach has been presented for the PMSM [101], [108] and

IM [109], which can regulate both the stator current and the

speed via one single cost function. Both simulation and exper-

iments have demonstrated that, this method can get satis-

factory results, while it suffers a little complexity, because

the cost function includes many factors to be determined

heuristically.

Till now, different kinds of direct speed predictive con-

trol methods have been investigated in [4], [110]–[113].

In these investigations, a new control method based on the

FCS-MPC is presented for direct speed control of RMs

without any linear controllers. In [112], an output feedback

discrete-time MPC algorithm is used to achieve a robust

predictive speed regulation for a generic dc-dc converter-

driven permanent magnet direct current motors (PMDCMs).

This motor requires high-precision speed regulation in indus-

try, which is facing with big challenges due to paramet-

ric uncertainties, time varying load torque disturbances,

exogenous nonlinear traits of converter, etc. Therefore,

a new discrete-time reduced-order generalized proportional-

integral observer (GPIO) is presented, which can effectively

reconstruct the lumped disturbances and the virtual system

states. The output speed prediction can be obtained from the

calculation of the GPIO estimated values.

On the other hand, for three-phase AC machines, the

weighting less MPC with reducing computation burden is

still considered big challenges for the conventional speed

prediction control. In order to solve such problem, onemodel-

predictive direct-speed control (MP-DSC) method based on

direct voltage-vector selection is proposed in [4]. In this

method, the deadbeat control principle is used to obtain the

reference voltage vector, and hence only reference voltage

vector is employed in the cost function. Thus, the weighting

factor can be eliminated, and then only the error between the

reference voltage vector and the candidate voltage vector is

included in the cost function. Besides, the load torque and the

motor speed are estimated by using an extended sliding-mode
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FIGURE 25. Control diagram of the MP-DSC method.

load–torque observer, which can enhance the 5system robust-

ness and decrease the measurement noise effectively. The

block diagram of this control method is illustrated in Fig. 25.

C. CASCADED-FREE MPDSC FOR AC DRIVES

For the same objective of eliminating the cascaded loop

structure while in different way, a new direct predictive speed

control (DPSC) method for PMSMs is developed in [111],

where two cost functions are presented. The general block

diagram is shown in Fig. 26.

FIGURE 26. Block scheme of the DPSC method [111].

The first cost function includes a novel sliding manifold

term to realize the speed/current tracking, which is simple

enough to be easily implemented, as given by

g = |S|+λd (id (k + 1))2+λm
(

ω∗
m−ωm (k + 1)

)2 + FC

(31)

where S is the sliding manifold, idd-axis current,
(

ω∗
m − ωm (k + 1)

)2
the speed error. Meanwhile, λd , λm are

weighting factors.

The second cost function consists of three terms as

described by

g = |Fss| + λstδ (1ωm)Fst + FC (32)

where Fss is the steady-state term, Fst the transient term,

FC the constraint-related term, and λst the weighting factor.

Mostly, λst represents a trade-off between the fast dynamic

response and good steady-state performance.

The constraint-related term is

g = |Fss| + λstδ (1ωm)Fst + FC (33)

The advantages of this control structure include its dynam-

ically adjustable weighting factors and no need for long pre-

diction horizons. Detailed comparisons between PI-MPCC,

DPSC 1, and DPSC 2, are made under the rated speed with

no load and loading conditions, as listed in Tables 4 and 5,

respectively.

TABLE 4. Comparison between PI-PCC, DPSC 1, and DPSC 2 at no load.

TABLE 5. Comparison between PI-PCC, DPSC 1, and DPSC 2 at loading.

Also in [113], the model predictive direct speed con-

trol (MPDSC) is proposed for servo drives to achieve high

dynamics and reliability on the speed control. This control

structure can eliminate the cascaded PI controller by predict-

ing the future speed in discrete steps. Then, the speed and

flux tracking criterion is evaluated to select the optimal volt-

age vector for the motor control. For improving the system

reliability and reducing the system cost, an observer for load

torque is used to estimate the actual load torque. Furthermore,

the cost function is incorporated by a torque suppression

factor in order to avoid overshoots during rapid speed vari-

ation and torque oscillations. Moreover, both dynamic and

the steady-state drive performance have been enhanced by a

myopic prediction correction method, as validated by com-

prehensive simulation and hardware-in-the-loop analysis.

Furthermore, the cascaded-free MPC for the speed control

of IMs has been proposed in [109] by using a single optimiza-

tion algorithm. This type cascaded-free MPC is presented

for FCS-MPC which suffers from high current and torque

ripples. Meanwhile, the CCS-MPC can get the optimum con-

trol voltage via combination of a single optimization algo-

rithm with the nature of continuous control set. The synergy
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FIGURE 27. Flowchart of employing CCS-MPC controller for direct speed
control of AC drive system.

FIGURE 28. Six input voltage vectors [54].

resulting from this combination of two leading benefits can

diversify and broaden CCS-MPC methods to industry. The

Flowchart of CCS-MPC controller for the direct speed control

of ac drives is illustrated in Fig. 27.

VII. STABILITY OF MPC

As mentioned before the CCS-MPC is based on the calcu-

lation of the voltage vectors and then applying the PWM

technique. Therefore, the performance of the system under

the optimal selected voltage vector has to be evaluated to

ensure its stability. In case of the optimizer voltage u∗
c (k)

of the optimization problem is the same as the unconstraint

u∗
uc(k) as shown in Fig. R9 (a) (Fig. 28 (a) in the revised

manuscript), it will be within limit i.e.
∥

∥u∗
uc(k)

∥

∥ ≤ Vsmax.

On the other hand, if
∥

∥u∗
uc(k)

∥

∥ ≥ Vsmax, the feasible set

FIGURE 29. The configuration of the CCS-MPC torque control of IM [54].

of inputs satisfying can be represented as a circle in the

dq-axis coordinates as given in Fig. R9 (b) (Fig. 28 (b) in

the revised manuscript). In this case it is clear that u∗
c (k) is at

the tangential point of the boundary of the circle with the level

set of the index function J (k). Consequently, the selected

set point of u∗
c (k) is determined by finding the intersection

point of the boundary of the feasible input region with the

line segment from the point u∗
c (k) = 0 to u∗

uc(k). Therefore,

the MPC algorithm for the u∗
c (k) is established by

u∗
c (k) =







u∗
uc(k) if

∥

∥u∗
uc(k)

∥

∥ ≤ Vsmax

Vsmax
∥

∥u∗
c (k)

∥

∥

u∗
uc(k) if

∥

∥u∗
uc(k)

∥

∥ ≥ Vsmax
(34)

To guarantee and insure the closed loop stability of the

MPC, the torque reference T ∗
e and its reference state x∗ are

assumed constants. The steady-state input u∗ can be consid-

ered to satisfy

x∗ = Ax∗ + Bu∗ (35)

It can be assumed that steady-state input u∗ is belonging

to the appropriate region shown in Fig. R10 (Fig. 29 in the

revised manuscript). Based on the compensation delay and

with u [k] = u∗, the state propagation can be given by

x [k + 2] = Ax [k + 1] + Bu [k] (36)

The following relation can be get by subtracting (36)

from (35)

e [k + 2] = Ae [k + 1] (37)

where e [k] = x∗ − x∗ [k] is the error difference. With the

help of (37), the cost index difference is

J (k) − J (k − 1)

= eT [k + 2]We[k + 2] − eT [k + 1]We[k + 1]

= eT [k]
(

ATWA−W
)

e[k] (38)

From (38), the condition ofW −ATWA > 0 can guarantee

1J (e(k)) = J (k) − J (k − 1) < 0 (39)

From this, the convergence of J (k) to 0 occurs when k

increases into infinity. Meanwhile, u [k] = u∗ is applied for

all k but the weighting matrix,W is selected to satisfy

W − ATWA > 0 (40)
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The following theorem can be used to support the above

argument:

Theorem 1: Based on the discrete-time of the system, the

CCS-MPC presented in (34) can guarantee the stability of

the closed-loop at constant reference torque T ∗
e when the

reference state x∗ has a convenient steady-state input u∗

besides the better selection for all gains and the value of the

weighting matrix W [54].

Proof: Under this assumption, the value of the cost

index J (k) decreases dramatically as (39). Hence, the value

of x [k] converge to x∗ at k reaches to infinity.
Remark 1: The reference state x∗ of the reference torque

T ∗
e is determined based on the dynamic model of the

machine following the other remaining procedures. From

the other remaining procedures other, the most important

value is determined thus x∗ has a convenient steady-state

input u∗ based on the operating mode.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The MPC is becoming one popular and effective technique

to achieve high drive performance in electrical machines and

systems. This paper has provided a comprehensive state of

the art for applying MPC techniques in electric machines and

systems. As one of the main focuses in this work, it fully

discusses the control strategies without any attention to the

type of the electric machine and how these control strategies

solve the problems associated with the MPC. In general,

the FCS-MPC, CCS-MPC, and FCS-MPDTC with optimum

duty ratio have been presented for electric drives in this

work. Meanwhile, the issues and solutions for these control

techniques have been discussed in details with great focus on

experimental results based on different kinds of machines and

drives.

Despite many researchers have developed the MPC with

different techniques, but there are still some serious issues

for the MPC to be urgently solved in near future, e.g., how to

improve the electrical drive performance by employing some

simplified MPCs with low computation time, low param-

eter dependence, fast dynamics, and so on. Furthermore,

the stability analysis for the MPC should be studied. Fortu-

nately, at the same time, as the rapid technology evolution

of the microcontrollers and digital signal processors, and

so on, the MPC would find more and more opportunities

for the industrial applications. Further in-depth research on

Online optimization of weighting factors, cost index without

weighting factors, MPC in multi-phase machines and multi-

inverters, integrating different types ofMPCs with other tech-

niques such as adaptive sliding mode, the use of the MPC for

energy management and regenerative braking in EVs/HEVs,

sensorless-based MPCs, and the dependence of the MPC for

grid-connected power inverters with multi renewable energy

sources, i.e. wind, PV, battery, fuel cells, and diesel may

increase the functionality of the MPC and may fulfil the

modern industrial demand.

APPENDIX

TABLE 6. Main parameters of the aim.
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